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LANDLORD & TENANT  

 

CHECKLIST NO. ONE: RENTING A PROPERTY 

☐ If you are considering renting a property for your own occupation then you should 
consider the items below.  Renting isn’t, as a lot of people believe, a second choice 
in the modern world to ownership and should be view from the purely personal 
perspective of what’s right for you.  Considering the advice in this book, should help 
you make an informed choice. 

☐ There are various ways you can rent a property, for instance shared ownership 
where a freeholder owns a portion of the building and you own a portion paying a 
reduced rent on an agreed basis, rent a room, short or long term, etc… You should 
research the various options available and consider which is most appropriate to 
you. 
 
TOP TIP: Rent may not be the only payment you have to make, for instance if 
renting a flat you may be responsible for  the services or common expenses and you 
should therefore ensure that you have considered all potential costs. Furthermore a 
rent on a four weekly basis may actually be more expensive than rent on a calendar 
monthly basis and as such you should consider this as part of your research for, 
instance multiplying a weekly amount by 4.3 gives an approximation of calendar 
monthly costs. 

☐ You will most likely have to provide a security deposit to the landlord, often a 
month’s rent in advance, and may also have to pay the letting agent fees which can 
also equate to several hundred pounds. You should factor these into your 
calculations and ensure you have funds available at the outset. 

☐ You will likely be asked to provide references, potentially landlord references from a 
previous landlord, as well as identity information to prove you are who you say you 
are and are entitled to rent a property in the UK.  
 
You should have such information available, providing copies (never provide original 
documentation to anyone unless you are certain it will be returned and in any event 
take colour photocopies) and be ready to show this to the letting agent and/or 
landlord. 

☐ Letting agents or landlords should be able to provide you with a copy of the energy 
performance certificate and if they are unable to do so ask them why, walking away 
from the property if they are unable to provide you with any information you 
reasonably request as it could be an indication that they are not suitable. 
 
TOP TIP: The landlord is required to regularly check the electrical installation and 
fittings along with gas fittings and appliances to ensure they are safe for tenants. 
You should obtain copies of these certificates or at least have sight of them to satisfy 
yourself that these installations are safe to use. If they can’t/don’t provide them to 
you at the outset, i.e. before you’ve paid deposits, etc.. you should question if this is 
the right Landlord for you to trust. 

☐ Your security deposit should be protected under a tenancy deposit guarantee 
scheme, details of which are available online in various locations, and you should 
ask which scheme your deposit will be held within and under what terms. 
 
Remember your deposit is at risk if damage is caused to the Landlord’s property and 
as such you should ensure that the condition of these is clearly recorded at the 
outset so you can rely upon evidence at the end of the tenancy, this is usually done 
in the form of an inventory of fixtures and fittings. 
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TOP TIP: If an inventory is going to be taken of items present in the property when 
you take occupation (and you should ensure it is) then it would be prudent to agree 
that photographs are included in the document and saved to the tenancy file to show 
condition when you first take occupation and ensure that you are able to rely upon 
this when you leave.  Having a detailed inventory can help avoid disputes regarding 
damage or condition later and potentially help you get your security deposit back.  
Make sure you have a copy of this document for your records. 

☐ Just because a property is for rent at a certain figure, does not mean that the rent is 
not negotiable!  Everything is negotiable and as such, depending upon your 
personal circumstances and market conditions, you should always try and negotiate 
a lower rent and can do so in various ways including offering to stay longer than the 
advertised tenancy which gives the landlord more security and as such reduces their 
risk. 

☐ Following your offer you should obtain written confirmation, email should suffice, that 
your offer has been accepted and under what terms. For instance is it subject to 
references or some other matter and if so you should clarify this aspect before 
spending too much money on your new property or giving notice to your existing 
landlord.  You don’t want to find you’ve given notice on your current property only to 
find you cannot meet the requirements for your new one. 

☐ Whilst you may think that the agreement is standard, you should always ask your 
legal adviser to check contracts before agreeing them and ensure that they are 
suitable for your particular requirements. If you want to add or delete things then this 
may well be possible, again depending upon your personal circumstances and the 
market more generally. 

☐ You will need to arrange, more than likely, your own contents insurance policy and 
should have this ready and in place when you move into the property. 

☐ As you never know who has had access to the keys before you it is prudent to 
change the locks when moving into a new property, however you may need to clear 
this with the letting agent/landlord before doing so and ensure that they are provided 
with copies of the keys. 

☐ On moving in day you should ensure that any alarm codes have been provided to 
you and, where appropriate, you have changed these as again you do not know who 
has knowledge of the previous codes.  
 
You may need to communicate the change to your landlord and/or letting agent, 
however whether they need to have the new code is debatable and will be 
dependent upon your relationship with them and/or the letting agreement. 

☐ You should ensure that smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms are fitted in the 
property, before agreeing the contract as these are required for safety purposes. 
You should also, upon taking occupation, change the batteries in these and carry 
out a test confirm functionality. 

☐ If, upon taking occupation, you notice anything that is a discrepancy from that which 
you agreed to as part of the inventory or if you notice damage which was not there 
before, then you should ASAP notify the letting agent/landlord of your concerns 
which should be done in writing so you have a record of having done so. 
 
TOP TIP:  Taking photographs or even a video can be very helpful as a picture 
beats a thousand words as they say. However if such evidence is taken then you 
should also ensure that the landlord/letting agent is provided with a copy and 
preferably by email ASAP so you can record the date it was sent for future 
reference. 

☐ You should ensure that you note meter readings on the day you take occupation, 
taking photographs as necessary and communicating these to the letting 
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agent/landlord as necessary, along with ensuring that your new energy provider has 
the correct details. 
 
TOP TIP:  As you are moving into a new property there is an opportunity to 
potentially save money on your utility bills so why not check out 
www.comparemyenergy.co.uk where you can get quotes and compare costs. 

☐ Moving home is a great chance to exploit various deals that may be available in the 
marketplace including cashback deals such as available via this website: 
https://www.topcashback.co.uk/ref/member1153990015131 

 

  


